
	  
	  

	  

 
 
 

CONTEMPORARY ARTIST EDDIE KANG SOLO EXHIBITION, SANDRA GERING INC. 
 

This solo exhibition in Korea contemporary artist Eddie 
Kang (Korea name seokhyeon) of being held in Sandra 
Gering showroom in Manhattan Upper East.  
 
Paradigms Art Company This hosted by (PAC. 
Representative ganghuigyeong) The exhibition "Love is 
not a big city life (Big City Life Loveless ), the river 
writers on the subject away from Dun doll working 
haeoh existing figurative painting series, skateboard, 
etc. showcase the new 15-point river author "it tends 
to be forgotten in the lives tough through mainly works 
a dream. hope. memories through the dolls that 
appeared in the emphasis put in the work and recover 
the valuable elements such as pure animal was 
represented in symbolic form, "he said. "The meaning 
itself is formative to work on the plywood directly 
designed to deliver a change in Dun dolls and linking 
tasks or flat paintings haeoh existing, but at the same 
extension as the previous implied showcase quality 
works are in the exhibition of he said he tried painting 
" complex landscape of big city living feel a tangle of 
emotions Sanya canvas made of plywood damgyeotda 
particular shape on it. Characters that exist in each 
canvas gotta highlight refers to the artist himself and 
the audience. River Writers, "expressed the warm 
memories and pure desire that you do forget in the life 
of the great city, which is the real weight and cold 
competition rife with certain types of canvas," he said.  
River writers in Rhode Island College of Design 2003 
after majoring in film, animation, video, and had a 
number of solo and group exhibitions in Korea and 
China. The exhibition jimyeo Tuesday through Friday 
from 10 am to 6 pm continues until August 26th.  

 
 
 
 
 

 
Hwangjuyoung, ‘Contemporary Artist Eddie Kang Solo Exhibition.’ Korea Daily, July 27, 2016. 


